
Trust Slimline Widescreen Graphic Tablet - 
Grey
High quality low profile tablet with big 255 x 160 mm widescreen working space for 
picture and video editing, freehand drawing and other graphic applications

Article number: 16529 
Barcode: 8713439165296 
GTIN: 08713439165296 

Core content

Brand Trust

Product type Slimline Widescreen Graphic Tablet

Colour Grey

Key features - High quality low profile tablet with big 255 x 160 mm widescreen working space for picture and video editing, 

freehand drawing and other graphic applications - Including ergonomic wireless 2 button pen with 1024 step 

pressure sensitivity and separate cradle to store the pen - Widescreen size for optimized use with widescreen 

monitors; also suitable for standard monitors - Fully supports Windows 7 & Vista advanced tablet functions, such 

as pen pressure sensitivity, converting handwriting into digital text and office document notes - 21 extra direct 

accessible programmable soft buttons - With transparent sheet for tracing pictures - Software included for drawing 

and editing pictures

Package contents - Tablet - Pen with cradle - 2 spare pen tips - Pen tip removal tool - 1x AAA battery - CD-ROM with software - 

User’s guide

System requirements - Windows 8, 7, Vista or XP - USB port

Marketing

Extended retailer text Are you creative and do you like to use digital, graphic tools? Then Trust has a range of graphics tablet for you 

with enhancements which allow you to show off your creative skills.
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Trust's tablet range makes it easy for you to use graphical programs. The range of Trust graphic tablets are 

designed for left and right handed users - making them a superb product for all the family to use. Begin adding 

your own personal touch to many different features on your computer from letter writing, picture editing, and 

simple sketching or just for having fun doodling.

 

Each Trust graphic tablet comes with an ergonomic wireless, 3 button stylus pen with 1024 step pressure 

sensitivity. The pen can be used either left or right handed so can easily be shared by the whole family. All Trust 

graphic tablets will come with at least 2 pen tips and a pen tip removal tool to make sure that even after excessive 

use then you get the best performance from your tablet.

 

The range of Trust graphic tablets comes with editing software called Artweaver. Artweaver is a painting program 

which is suitable for beginners but also suitable for advanced users. You can record all your steps and replay them 

afterwards or provide them to other users. Also there are many tools and features like layers and effect filter. 

Artweaver has an intuitive and easy to use program window. But you can also adjust it to your own needs. For 

example free arrangement and docking of palettes. Artweaver includes a big number of predefined brushes. But 

you can also configure each brush individually or create new custom brushes.
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